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Itazura na Kiss - Wikipedia Itazura na Kiss (Japanese: ã‚¤ã‚¿ã‚ºãƒ©ã•ªKiss, trans. Playful Kiss) is a Japanese shÅ•jo manga series written and illustrated by Kaoru
Tada. Itazura na Kiss was first serialized and published in 1990 by Shueisha through Bessatsu Margaret magazine. Itazura na Kiss (ItaKiss) - MyAnimeList.net The
plot for Itazura na Kiss is no different than your standard shoujo romance. A plain and stupid, but cute girl Kotoko has fallen in love and secretly pined for school idol
and uber smart Naoki Irie. Itazura Na Kiss - AnimeSeason.com Proudly powered by LiteSpeed Web Server. Please be advised that LiteSpeed Technologies Inc. is not
a web hosting company and, as such, has no control over content found on this si.

Kotoko Aihara - Itazura Na Kiss Wiki Kotoko Irie (å…¥æ±Ÿ ç•´å•Irie Kotoko), nÃ©e Aihara (ç›¸åŽŸ, Aihara), is the main female protagonist of the Itazura na Kiss
series. She is in love with the handsome and intelligent Naoki Irie.After her newly constructed house collapsed, she moved into the Irie household, her father being a
very close friend of Naoki's father, Shigeki Irie. ITAZURA NA KISS Manga - Read Manga Online for Free! Itazura na Kiss is a gem to the shoujo demographic, as it
is the mother of a lot of cliches found in today's shoujo series. Despite the fact that it is 2 decades old, it still stands out as unique for it has the series follow the main
characters well into their life, over a span of 10 years. Itazura na Kiss Episodes. Watch Itazura na Kiss English ... Itazura na Kiss Synonims : It Started With A Kiss,
Itazurana Kiss, Mischievous Kiss, Naughty Kiss, Teasing Kiss Genre : Comedy, Shoujo, Romance Type : TV Series Age Rating : Teen +13 Status : Finished
Description : Ever since she entered high school, Kotoko Aihara wanted to be in the same class as Naoki Irie. The only problem is that Irie is the smartest student in
school contrast to Kotoko.

Itazura na Kiss - VOSTFR - YouTube Itazura na kiss 25 VOSTFR P1 by Luna Hinata Panda Anime. 22:17. Play next; Play now; Itazura na kiss 25 VOSTFR P2 by
Luna Hinata Panda Anime. 24:44. Language: English Location: United States. Itazura na Kiss | Manga - MyAnimeList.net Looking for information on the manga
Itazura na Kiss? Find out more with MyAnimeList, the world's most active online anime and manga community and database. Ever since she entered high school,
Kotoko Aihara wanted to be in the same class as Naoki Irie. The only problem, Irie is the smartest student in school while Kotoko is one of the dumbest. List of
Itazura na Kiss episodes - Wikipedia The following is the list of episodes from the anime adaptation of an unfinished manga series Itazura na Kiss.The anime
adaptation is distinct from the manga itself. It is revealed that the intended finale of the manga by the late author Kaoru Tada will be conceptualized in the anime for
the first time with plot details provided by her husband.
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